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Cognitive radio (CR) technology enables the opportunistic use of the portions of the
licensed spectrum by the CR users, while ensuring low interference to the primary user
(PU) activity in the licensed bands. The spectrum is sensed locally by the CR users, and a
specific channel that is acceptable to both the end nodes of the communication link is cho-
sen. However, this necessitates a common control channel (CCC) for exchanging the sens-
ing information and reserving the channel before actual data transfer. In this paper, a
common control channel design for CR ad hoc networks is proposed, called as adaptive
multiple rendezvous control channel (AMRCC) based on frequency hopping. Our scheme
is scalable, and allows continuous connectivity between the CR users under dynamic PU
activity. The contribution made in this paper is threefold: (i) a frequency hopping scheme
is proposed that allows altering the hopping sequence based on the PU activity in the chan-
nels, (ii) a simple and low-overhead procedure is developed to aid new node-join and leave
events, and (iii) a slot duration optimization is given that avoids a significant performance
degradation with the number of available channels. Performance evaluation proves that
our solution achieves better performance than the other classic CCC solutions in terms of
time to rendezvous (TTR) and the resulting throughput, specifically in CR ad hoc networks.

� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Cognitive radio networks allow the CR users to share
the wireless channel with licensed or primary users (PU)
of the spectrum in an opportunistic manner. Such a radio
is equipped with dynamic spectrum access capability,
thereby allowing it so identify portions of the spectrum
that are currently available for transmission. This technol-
ogy is envisaged to solve the problem of spectrum scarcity
in the unlicensed 2.4 GHz ISM bands, and the inefficient
spectrum utilization that exists in some licensed frequency
bands.

One of the key considerations in using CR technology is
ensuring that the PU transmission is always protected. To
. All rights reserved.
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achieve this, it is essential to exchange the information
pertaining to the spectrum availability between a given
node pair before starting data transmission. This function-
ality is generally provided at the link layer, and several
works have addressed the problems of medium access con-
trol (MAC) for CR networks [6]. The MAC protocols assume
either a dedicated control channel with reserved frequen-
cies within the licensed band, or the explicit use of the
unlicensed band to exchange the control information [1].
These messages exchanges over the common control chan-
nel (CCC) may be related to the (i) channel access and con-
tention, (ii) neighbor discovery, and (iii) spectrum
management. While the first two approaches are common
to classical wireless ad hoc networks, there are several
spectrum related functions that are unique to CR networks.
Specifically, the spectrum sensing information has to be
exchanged over a channel that is always available before
data can be transmitted. Moreover, once a PU reclaims
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the spectrum, the new channel must be quickly deter-
mined for the affected link, and this link recovery informa-
tion cannot be transmitted over the previously used
spectrum. In either case, a CCC is used to facilitate the con-
tinuous operation of the CR users without any disruption.

Most of the current works implicitly assume the pres-
ence of such a control channel and hence, formalizing such
a CCC design idea is very important. In this work, we pro-
pose a frequency shifting design for a CCC, called as AMRCC
that can adaptively change the sequence of the channels
based on the sensing results. Our design is motivated by
the fact that strict synchronization is difficult to achieve
in an ad hoc network, and the CCC design must be scalable.
Moreover, we assume a single radio network, where the CR
users may be mobile and operate under the standard con-
cern of minimizing the interference to the active licensed
users in the vicinity.

The research community has proposed several schemes
for setting up and maintaining a reliable CCC in CR net-
works, while addressing the challenges posed by (i) satura-
tion of the channel reserved for the CCC [9], (ii) robustness
to PU activity [1], (iii) jamming attack [10], and (iv) limited
control channel coverage [1]. We describe some of the re-
lated works in the following discussion.

A swarm intelligence based dynamic control channel
assignment is proposed in CogMesh [4]. It is a distributed
and adaptive approach, which addresses the issue of the
PU activity disrupting the use of the CCC, and the limited
coverage of the control channel. This is the first work that
applies a swarm intelligence-based algorithm, where high-
er efficiency is achieved if specialized workers perform
specialized tasks in parallel. In response to the detected
PU activity, the best channel chosen by the majority of
the CR users is used as the CCC. Furthermore, the coverage
is improved by reducing the number of control channels in
the network, thereby decreasing overhead and switching
delay. The maintenance of the proposed CCC incurs high
overhead, especially in the presence of fast varying PU
activity. Moreover, it assumes precise synchronization
among the CR users.

The SYN–MAC is a slotted protocol that integrates the
control channel access with the regular available data
channel [8]. Each time slot is dedicated to a channel, which
can be used both for control and data exchange. This also
addresses the problems of control channel saturation and
jamming. The main drawbacks here is that it disrupts the
control channel operation whenever a PU occupies the
control slot. The SRAC protocol addresses the control chan-
nel issue by exploiting the techniques of dynamic channel-
ization and cross-channel communication [10]. The first
technique refers to the capability to adapt the band for
control signaling in order to prevent saturation, while the
second allows a node to dynamically change the receiving
channel in order to avoid jamming. However, this work is
limited from the viewpoint of network-wide CCC coverage,
and cannot easily recover from a sudden PU appearance.

The C-MAC protocol is characterized by in-band signal-
ing [5]. It guarantees flexible control channel coverage, and
it is robust to PU activity through the use of backup chan-
nels. The main drawbacks of this work are the high control
overhead due to beacon exchange and the requirement of
strict synchronization. The necessity for synchronization
are more relevant to networks with special topologies,
such as networks based on clusters. Such a solution is pre-
sented in [2], where the clusterhead assists in the choice of
the channel. Moreover, several different clusters represent-
ing different CCCs may be integrated over time. This work
may is limited in application as it assumes a special topol-
ogy, and is also adversely affected in dynamically changing
node locations.

A multiple rendezvous control channel (MRCC) is pro-
posed in [7]. Here, the nodes hop over multiple channels
till a common channel to the pair (rendezvous channel)
is reached. The main problem of this work is that the hop-
ping sequences between a node pair is static once the ren-
dezvous condition is reached. If the PU activity is detected
on a channel, the hopping on that particular channel is
simply removed from the schedule. For dynamically
changing PU activity, this may lead to inefficient hopping
schedules. Moreover, there is no bounded time to achieve
the rendezvous (TTR).

The adaptive multiple rendezvous control channel
(AMRCC) scheme proposed in this paper maximally
spreads control signalling and data transmission among
channels by overcoming the limits of [7]. In fact, the
AMRCC scheme builds the channel hopping sequences
based on sensing information in order to hop across the
different channels by minimizing the interference to li-
censed users. The main improvement of our work over
[7] is that the sequences are chosen adaptively to combat
the problem of PU interference. Similar to Bluetooth [3],
the hopping sequences are built in such a way that the
channels with minimum interference to other devices oc-
cur a higher number of times than the others. As opposed
to this, [7] uses pre-defined sequences based on permuta-
tions of the available channels. The PU activity is taken into
account by just removing a channel from the pre-defined
sequence. This raises the concern that the sequences get
progressively shorter. Additionally, AMRCC is completely
asynchronous, unlike [7], where the start and stop times
of each slot have to be rigidly synchronized.

An important contribution of this paper is a slot dura-
tion optimization of the AMRCC scheme. Here, the time
for which the CR user stays on a given channel is also var-
iable, and a function of the PU activity on the channel.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
the motivates our work. The design of our proposed
AMRCC control channel design is explained, together with
an optimization which assures scalability with the number
of channels in Section 3. An optimization to the AMRCC de-
sign with differential slot times is described in Section 4.
Section 5 gives a detailed performance evaluation of the
AMRCC scheme and, finally, we conclude in Section 6.
2. Motivation for an adaptive MRCC

In this section we propose our adaptive MRCC (AMRCC)
scheme for CR ad hoc networks, which achieves high per-
formance by dynamically adapting the hopping sequences
to the detected PU activity.



Fig. 1. Overview of the protocol behavior.
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We chose to extend the MRCC solution for our approach
because it may be used to maximally spread the control
and data packets among the channels of the licensed spec-
trum, thereby making the CCC robust to the unpredictable
PU activity. Furthermore, it guarantees high throughput by
exploiting spectrum holes in an efficient way with mini-
mum delay.

Classic multiple rendezvous control channel schemes
have several drawbacks which make them infeasible in
cognitive radio networks. They are (i) strict synchroniza-
tion, (ii) low scalability, and (iii) low robustness to PU
activity changes. We explain these factors as follows:

� Strict synchronization: Most hopping sequences require
the sender-receiver pair to hop together, in which the
precise start and end times of the individual hops must
be synchronized at all times. This is difficult to achieve
and maintain in distributed environments. In AMRCC,
the channel switching times may not be the same for
all the users during the network operation. The synchro-
nization is only enforced after the rendezvous, i.e. after
both the sender and the receiver meet on a common
channel during the hopping process. This is when the
SYNC packet is exchanged between the users. As
opposed to this, the classical MRCC approach requires
a strict synchronization, starting right from the network
initialization phase.

� Low scalability: In the classical wireless networks, every
time a new node appears, it should exchange the
sequence seed with all its neighbors. This action is nec-
essary in order to be able to follow the hopping pattern
of the intended receiver in the neighborhood. Our adap-
tive scheme, on the contrary, results in a significantly
reduced overhead as the seed exchange only occurs at
the rendezvous channel. The sender and its intended
receiver hop in an independent and asynchronous man-
ner over their own sequences, which are completely
unknown to each other before the rendezvous. Thus, this
requires fewer timer settings and schedule maintenance
operations as compared to the classical MRCC.

� Low robustness to PU activity changes: The classical MRCC
solutions are not suitable for cognitive radio networks as
they are not able to adapt to the dynamic behavior of the
primary network and, consequently, avoid interference
to the PUs. Previously proposed solutions assume that
after the rendezvous of a node pair over a given channel,
they perform the entire data packet exchange over that
channel. There is no mechanism to vacate the spectrum
band due to the appearance of a PU. In our approach, the
hopping sequence is modified on the basis of the latest
sensing results by favoring the data exchange over the
channels with the lowest PU activity.

We now describe our proposed approach in detail in the
following section.

3. AMRCC scheme description

In this section, we introduce our adaptive MRCC
(AMRCC) scheme, which aims at improving the time to
rendezvous (TTR) and the overall network performance
by overcoming the performance issues of the classical
MRCCs discussed in Section 2. The goal of our approach
is to achieve a lower time to rendezvous and higher
throughput, which means better exploitation of the spec-
trum holes in the PU network, compared to the classical
solutions.

3.1. Overview

In Fig. 1 the entire protocol behavior within a period of
the sensing cycle is shown. A node performs spectrum
sensing periodically after a time out Tout and the period
of the sensing cycle is assumed to be equal to the sum of
the sensing duration and the time out period. The sensing
results are used to build a ranking table of the available
channels based on the PU activity detected on each chan-
nel. The node then generates a pseudo-random hopping se-
quence, which is mapped to the ranking table in order to
build an adaptive hopping sequence. The frequency hop-
ping performed over the adaptive hopping sequence in-
creases the probability to achieve rendezvous on a
channel with low PU activity, and to decrease the time to
attain the rendezvous. When the rendezvous is achieved,
sender and receiver synchronize by exchanging SYNC
packets. The SYNC packet includes the information for
building the common hopping sequence. The two nodes
then start hopping on the sequence of common channels
in order to exchange data packets until the expiration of
the time out period, following which a new round of sens-
ing is performed.

The different phases within a period of the sensing cycle
can be summarized by the following routines: (i) sensing,
and (ii) handshaking. We describe these phases as follows:

3.2. Sensing routine

It is performed periodically with a period equal to the
sum of the sensing duration and the time out Tout interval.
This routine gives the adaptive hopping sequence based on
the sensing results. At the start up time, the CR users asyn-
chronously begin their activity by performing spectrum
sensing. As no network-wide silence duration is enforced,
the CR user may not be able to distinguish between a signal
originating from a PU, from those caused by other CR users,
if simple energy detection techniques are used. For this
reason, we assume that a feature detection scheme is in
place [1]. After the sensing is completed, the node builds



Fig. 2. Overview of sensing routine.
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a channel ranking table based on the sensing results. In par-
ticular, a channel ranking table is a table where channels
are ordered based on the PU activity, starting from the
channels where the lowest PU activity is detected. Note
that neighboring nodes experience, with high probability,
a similar PU activity across the channels, implying high
correlation among their channel ranking tables and, conse-
quently, between their adaptive hopping sequences.

After building the channel ranking table, the node gen-
erates a pseudo-random sequence containing integer values
in the interval [1,c], where c is the number of channels. The
pseudo-random sequence is biased towards the lowest val-
ues, i.e. the lower the value the more often it occurs in the
sequence. We propose two variants of AMRCC called as the
(i) basic AMRCC scheme, and the (ii) enhanced AMRCC
scheme by either using a decreasing linear function, or a
parabolic decreasing function, respectively. In the basic
AMRCC, the number of occurrences y of each value x in
the sequence is given by,

y ¼ �b � xþ c þ 1; ð1Þ

where b is the slope of the line and c is the number of chan-
nels. For simplicity we assume b to be 1. In the enhanced
AMRCC scheme, the number of occurrences y of each value
x is given by,

y ¼ ðc � xþ 1Þ2; ð2Þ

where c is the number of channels. We explain the simple
mechanism of determining the number of occurrences of
each value in the sequence in the AMRCC, assuming
ch ¼ 5 channels available. Thus, the sequence contains
integer values from the interval [1,5]. If a decreasing linear
function is used (with reference to the basic AMRCC) the
value 1 occurs 5 times in the sequence, the value 2 occurs
4 times, and so on. If a decreasing parabolic function is use
(with reference to the enhanced AMRCC) the value 1 oc-
curs 25 times in the sequence, the value 2 occurs 16 times,
the value 3 occurs 9 times, and so on. The total length l of
the sequence for the basic AMRCC is given by the Gaussian
formula:

l ¼ cðc þ 1Þ=2; ð3Þ

where c is the number of channels. In the enhanced
scheme, the length l of the sequence is given by,

l ¼
Xc

i¼1

ðc � iþ 1Þ2; ð4Þ

where c is again the number of channels. In both cases the
sequence is built by sampling without replacement the
values from a set I, where the set I is defined as the set
of the elements i 2 N, where the number of occurrences
of each element i is equal to yi. The set I is defined as
follows:

I ¼ fiji 2 Njg; ð5Þ

where N ¼ f1 . . . cg. The number of occurrences yi is given
for the basic AMRCC scheme by,

yi ¼ �iþ c þ 1; ð6Þ

and for the enhanced AMRCC scheme by,
yi ¼ ðc � iþ 1Þ2; ð7Þ

where c is the number of channels. In both the cases, the
sequence is repeated in a periodic manner until a change
is forced by the protocol, such as the case when a sensing
operation is performed or the rendezvous is achieved.
The following step is the mapping between the pseudo-ran-
dom sequence and the channel ranking table. In particular,
value i in the sequence is substituted with the ith channel
in the ranking table. In this way, the channels with higher
ranking occur more often in the resulting sequence, which
makes it extremely adaptive to the detected PU activity. A
similar concept is exploited by Bluetooth devices as ex-
plained in [11], where the hopping sequences are altered
in order to avoid channels with the highest interference.
An overview of the sensing routine, giving as an output
the adaptive hopping sequence, is given in Fig. 2.

3.3. Handshaking routine

This phase begins when a node, which is hopping over
the adaptive hopping sequence, has a packet to transmit.
The handshaking procedure gives as an output the com-
mon hopping sequence after the rendezvous between the
node and the intended receiver is achieved. After the se-
quence has been computed, the node starts hopping over
the adaptive hopping sequence. As soon as a new packet
arrives from the upper layers, the node starts sending a re-
quest to send (RTS) packet on each channel it hops in. If the
intended receiver is on the same channel that the RTS
packet is sent, it replies with a clear to send (CTS) packet.
Upon receiving the CTS from the intended receiver, the ren-
dezvous procedure is completed. The time interval between
the instants at which the node starts the handshake, and
that in which it arrives at the rendezvous channel is re-
ferred as time to rendezvous (TTR). Now, the sender and
receiver exchange SYNC packets in order to synchronize
the future hops, and then exchange the rendezvous packet



Fig. 3. Overview of handshaking routine.
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that contains their ranking tables, the seed of their pseudo-
random sequences, and the time elapsed from the last
sensing event, namely Tls.

The next step for the node and the intended receiver is
to compute the common hopping sequence they will both
hop on in order to exchange data packets. The adaptive
hopping sequence is related to the lowest value of Tls be-
tween sender and receiver. This sequence is assumed by
both the nodes as the common hopping sequence which
is kept updated by following the above procedure. The
nodes can easily compute each other’s sequence from the
information included in the rendezvous packet. An over-
view of the handshaking routine, which produces as an
output the common hopping sequence, is given in Fig. 3.
After exchanging data while hopping on the common hop-
ping sequence, the transmitter and receiver keep hopping
till a new sensing action is performed, and a new adaptive
hopping sequence is computed. Note that unlike the most
classic MRCCs [7] our solution does not cause high over-
head in order to configure nodes joining the network, as
seeds and ranking tables are exchanged only after rendez-
vous, thereby ensuring scalability. As opposed to this, in
previous solutions, when a new node joins the network,
it must be configured by receiving the seed of other nodes’
pseudo random sequence in order to start hopping on the
same sequence of its intended receiver.
Fig. 4. Variable slot duration in the hopping sequence.
4. AMRCC scheme with variable slots

In this section, an optimization for the AMRCC is pre-
sented that provides greater adaptation to the PU activity.
We recall that the AMRCC already takes into account the
issue of the PU activity by using hopping sequences. In this
optimization, we allow the channels with less PU activity
to occur a higher number of times within a single transmis-
sion frame as compared to the other channels.

By allowing a CR user to occupy the infrequently used
licensed channels longer (by having more slots dedicated
to such channels and increasing the slot duration), the
probability of affecting the PU is further reduced. We ex-
plain the concept of the variable slot as follows:

In both in the basic and the enhanced adaptive hopping
sequence, the duration of the slot s, related to the channel
with the highest ranking r ¼ 1, is equal to,
s ¼ c � u; ð8Þ

where c is the number of channels and u is the slot dura-
tion unit. The slot duration unit corresponds to the dura-
tion of the slot for the channels with ranking r > 1 (see
Fig. 4). Consider an example with c ¼ 5. The duration s of
the slot for the channel with rank r ¼ 1 is equal to 5 times
the slot duration unit u, while the slots related to all the
other channels with ranking r > 1 have duration equal to
u. By applying this optimization to the basic AMRCC, a gi-
ven user stays on the channel with the highest ranking,
during one frame of the sequence, for the time c2 � u, con-
sidering that each slot for the channel with r ¼ 1 is equal
to c � u (Eq. (8)). Also, the number of slots is equal to c with
Eq. (1) where b ¼ 1 and substituting x ¼ r ¼ 1. The global
duration of the sequence is obtained by summing (i) the
time c2 � u that a node stays on the channel with the high-
est ranking, and (ii) the time a node stays on all the other
channels with ranking r > 1. The second term of the addi-
tion is equal to ðc�1Þ�c

2 � u, computed by using Eq. (3), by
replacing c with c � 1, because c � 1 is the number of chan-
nel with ranking r > 1. Consequently, the probability p that
a node stays on the channel with the highest ranking with-
in one sequence frame in the basic AMRCC with variable
slots is given by,

p ¼ c2 � u
c2 � uþ ðc�1Þ�c

2 � u
¼ 2 � c

3 � c þ 1
: ð9Þ

In the basic AMRCC with fixed slots, p is given by,

p ¼ c � u
ðcþ1Þ�c

2 � u
¼ 2

c þ 1
; ð10Þ

obtained considering that the time a node stays on the
channel with the highest ranking channel is equal to c � u,
and the global duration of the sequence is equal to
cðcþ1Þ

2 � u by using Eq. (3).
Analogous equations can be obtained for computing the

probability p that a node stays on the highest ranking
channel in the enhanced AMRCC with variable and fixed
slots. The probability p, in case of variable slots, can be de-
rived considering that a given node stays on the channel
with the highest ranking, during one frame of the se-
quence, for the time c3 � u. Here, each slot related to that
channel is equal to c � u (Eq. (8)), and the number of slots
is equal to c2 (Eq. (2)), where x ¼ r ¼ 1. The global duration
of the sequence is then obtained as the sum of the time
c2 � u a node stays on the channel with the highest ranking,
and the time a node stays on all the other channels with
ranking r > 1. The second term can be computed using
Eq. (4) by summing c � 1 terms instead of c, as we already
considered the term with i ¼ 1 related to the channel with
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highest ranking. This term is given by
Pc�1

i¼1 ðc � iþ 1Þ2 � u.
Consequently, the probability p that a node stays on the
channel with the highest ranking in the enhanced AMRCC
with variable slots is given by,

p ¼ c3 � u
c3 � uþ

Pc
i¼2ðc � iþ 1Þ2 � u

¼ c3

c3 þ
Pc

i¼2ðc � iþ 1Þ2
; ð11Þ

which can be written in closed form, using the Heron’s For-
mula, as,

p ¼ 6c2

8c2 � 3c þ 1
: ð12Þ

In the enhanced AMRCC with fixed slots, p is given by,

p ¼ c2 � u
Pc

i¼1ðc � iþ 1Þ2 � u
¼ c2

Pc
i¼1ðc � iþ 1Þ2

; ð13Þ

obtained considering that the time that a node stays on the
channel with the highest ranking is equal to c2 � u and the
global duration of the sequence is equal toPc

i¼1ðc � iþ 1Þ2 � u by using Eq. (4). It can be written in
closed form as,

p ¼ 6c
2c2 þ 3c þ 1

: ð14Þ

Fig. 5 shows that, with the solutions with fixed slots, the
probability p decreases with the number of channels c, as
the length of the sequence also increases, leading to a deg-
radation of performance linked to longer time to rendez-
vous. By implementing the AMRCC with variable slots
instead, the disadvantage caused by longer sequences
when c increases is compensed by the longer slot related
to the channel with the highest ranking. The probability
p, in this case, is nearly constant, implying that the global
performance does not undergo a significant degradation
when c is significantly high.

4.1. Analysis of the AMRCC scheme with variable slots

Let ki be the expected number of PU occurrences on a
channel i in a slot time u, each slot being of the same length
before the slot duration optimization. After the optimiza-
Fig. 5. Percentage of time occupied by the highest ranking channel in the
adaptive sequence.
tion, however, the slot duration for the rank 1 channel is
extended, equal to c � u. The expected number of occur-
rences now in this preferred channel, say x, is c � kx.

Assuming the arrival distribution to be Poisson, the
probability that there are no PU arrivals in a given slot in
channel i with rank r > 1 is,

pi ¼ e�ki : ð15Þ

In particular for the channel x with rank r ¼ 1, the proba-
bility of no PU arrivals is,

px ¼ e�c�kx : ð16Þ

Thus, the probability of interference in at least one channel
(or slot) is given by,

P ¼ 1� px �
Yk

j¼2

pchj
; chj – x; ð17Þ

where k is the number of slots in the frame, and chj is the
channel used in the jth slot. This can be simplified as,

P ¼ 1� e
c�kxþ

Pk

j¼2

kchj
; chj – x: ð18Þ

This probability is considerably smaller than the case of
AMRCC with fixed slots given by,

P ¼ 1� e

Pkþc

j¼1

kchj
; ð19Þ

as kx � ki; i – x. In the following section the performance
evaluation of our scheme is given for both the basic and
the enhanced approaches while considering the slot dura-
tion optimization explained in this section. We compare
our our work to the related MRCC solution [7].

5. Performance evaluation

5.1. Simulation setup

A simulation tool in Matlab was built in order to evalu-
ate the performance of the AMRCC, focusing in particular
on the schemes with variable slots. We assumed a single
hop scenario where all the n CR users are in the same radio
range. This assumption implies that all the nodes detect
the same PU activity during their sensing periods, and thus,
produce correlated pseudo-random sequences which lead
to lower time to rendezvous (TTR) and also result in better
global performance. The number of available channels c is
set in the beginning and does not change during the simu-
lation time Dob. The traffic for both the PU and CR user has
a Poisson distribution with mean value for the packet wait-
ing time respectively equal to kPU and kCR. The default
behavior of CR users is asynchronous and it is imple-
mented by introducing, at the network initialization, a ran-
dom delay offset bounded at the value offmax. The users can
synchronize among themselves, during the simulation, at
the rendezvous point in order to exchange data packets.
Each user starts its activity by performing sensing and a
fixed sensing duration Ds has been set for all the nodes.
The user performs sensing by picking samples of the PU
Poisson Traffic within its sensing period. As the sensing



Fig. 6. Average time to rendezvous.

Fig. 7. Average number of successful CR user transmissions vs. the
average waiting value for CR user traffic.
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periods of all the nodes are not overlapping, the ranking ta-
bles may be slightly different, although the PU activity is
the same for all the users in the same range. The same time
out Tout;s for sensing is set for all the CR users. Moreover,
the same duration Dh for the basic time slot is set for all
the users. The duration of the slot related to the channel
with the highest ranking is a multiple of the basic slot
duration depending on the total number c of available
channels.

If a packet arrives in the queue, according to the Poisson
traffic, while the user is performing sensing or handshak-
ing, it is enqueued and waits untill the rendezvous after
which the queue can be emptied.

In this analysis, we have ignored the collisions gener-
ated by the control packets sent by CR users during the
handshake. In fact, a single slot has a large number of
RTS/CTS messages. This implies that, even if some RTS/
CTS packets collide among themselves or with PU packets
within a slot, the number of the RTS/CTS packets globally
sent in the slot is sufficient to always enable a successful
rendezvous, if sender and receiver are over the same
channel.

Moreover, for simplicity, it is assumed that, in case of
collision between a CR user packet and a PU packet, the
CR user packet is dropped instead of being retransmitted
after a backoff. Finally, it is assumed to ignore collisions
among CR user packets, because the goal of the paper is
to show the CR user behavior towards the PU activity, putt-
ing in evidence how efficiently CR users are able to exploit
the spectrum holes.

5.2. Simulation results

First, some results for the time to rendezvous (TTR) and
the average throughput of CR users by using the basic and
enhanced AMRCC with slot duration optimization are gi-
ven, together with a comparison with a previous sequence
based MRCC solution [7].

The main parameters set in the simulations are defined
as follows: the global observation time Dob ¼ 15;000 s, the
duration of one hop Dh ¼ 5 s, the sensing duration
Ds ¼ 15 s, the time out for sensing Tout;s ¼ 500 s, the mean
waiting time for PU traffic kPU 2 ½5; 90� s, the mean waiting
time for CR traffic kCR ¼ 5 s, the number of CR users n ¼ 10,
the maximum offset for the CR user clock offmax ¼ 5 s, and
the number of channels c 2 ½5; 30�. The results shown in
this section are averaged over 20 iterations.

Fig. 6 shows the average time to rendezvous. We ob-
serve that the average TTR increases with c because the se-
quences get longer and the probability to reach the
rendezvous quickly is progressively lowered. The TTR for
the AMRCC with variable slots is always significantly lower
than the one of the sequence-based rendezvous, with a
peak improvement of 68% of the enhanced AMRCC with
variable slots over the sequence-based rendezvous. Note
that the performance does not degrade quickly with the
number of channels n, mainly seen due to the improve-
ment in the AMRCC with variable slots. By considering
the duration of the highest ranking channel equal to the
number of channels n, the longer sequences for high values
of n are compensed by a longer permanence of a node over
the highest ranking channel. The TTR depends on Dh, which
is the duration of one hop, in this case equal to 5 s. The
average TTR is proportional to the Dh.

Fig. 7 shows the average number of successful CR user
transmissions versus the mean waiting time for the CR user
Poisson traffic kCR. The parameters have been set as follows:
Dob ¼ 15;000 s; Dh ¼ 5 s; Ds ¼ 15 s; Tout;s ¼ 500 s; kPU com-
prised in the interval ½5; 20� s; kCR spanning in the interval
½5; 15� s; n ¼ 10; offmax ¼ 5 s and c ¼ 5. All the solutions
show a decreasing curve with the increasing of the kCR as
we expected and, especially for low values of kCR, i.e. for
greedy traffic, both the basic and the enhanced AMRCCs with
variable slots show higher values compared to the se-
quence-based rendezvous. The peak improvement of the en-
hanced AMRCC with variable slots over the sequence-based
rendezvous is of almost 20%.

Fig. 8 shows the average number of CR user successful
transmissions versus the average waiting time for PU Pois-
son traffic kPU, i.e. CR user activity versus PU activity. The
parameters have been set as follows: Dob ¼ 15;000 s; Dh ¼
5 s; Ds ¼ 15 s; Tout;s ¼ 500 s; kPU comprised in the interval
½5; 75� s; kCR ¼ 5 s; n ¼ 10; offmax ¼ 5 s and c ¼ 5. Obvi-
ously, when kPU increases, i.e. the PU traffic decreases, the
number of CR user successful transmissions increases signif-



Fig. 10. CR user transmissions/collisions in case of medium PU activity.

Fig. 11. CR user transmissions/collisions in case of low PU activity.

Fig. 8. Average number of successful CR user transmissions vs. the
average waiting value for PU traffic.
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icantly. For all the values of c, both the basic and enhanced
AMRCC with variable slots outperform the sequence-based
rendezvous. Our enhanced AMRCC solution with variable
slots achieves a peak improvement of 13% over the se-
quence-based rendezvous.

Note that, even if the enhanced AMRCC with variable
slots outperforms the basic AMRCC with variable slots,
the difference between the curves is not significant. The
reason is that, although the enhanced solution has lower
average TTR and thus more CR user transmissions are at-
tempted, the increased number of collisions with the PU
packets leads to a similar performance in the results.

Figs. 9–11 show snapshots of the protocol behavior in
the interval of observation ½0; 500� s. The above figures
show how the CR user activity reacts to different PU traffic
loads. In all the snapshots, the average waiting time for CR
user Poisson traffic kCR ¼ 5s, while different loads are con-
sidered for the PU traffic.

In particular, Fig. 9 refers to a high PU traffic load, where
kPU ¼ 5 s, Fig. 10 refers to a medium PU traffic load, with
kPU ¼ 30 s, and Fig. 11 refers to a low PU traffic load, with
kPU ¼ 70 s. We observe that when the PU activity de-
creases, the number of successful CR user transmissions in-
Fig. 9. CR user transmissions/collisions in case of high PU activity.
creases, and the number of collisions between CR user and
PU packets significantly decreases.
6. Conclusions and future directions

In this paper we proposed the AMRCC, a new adaptive
multiple rendezvous control channel aiming at the reduc-
tion of the time to rendezvous and the increase of the over-
all network performance compared to the classical MRCCs.
Our hopping sequence formation was adaptive based on
the sensing results, where the channels with less PU activ-
ity occur more often. Two different approaches were con-
sidered: the basic AMRCC and the enhanced AMRCC, and
both have the advantages not to require synchronization,
are scalable and robust to dynamic PU activity. Also a slot
duration optimization of the basic and enhance AMRCC has
been proposed which avoids a significant performance
degradation when the number of available channels gets
high, by making the duration of the slots variable. Overall,
the design of always available CCC is an important pre-req-
uisitie for higher layer protocols in the area of CR networks.
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